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The Glarus thrust is a prominent tectonic feature in the eastern Helvetic Alps that has 
been investigated by numerous authors. Based on stable isotope measurements (i.e. 
indirect evidence), it was suggested that fluids played a key role during deformation 
along the Glarus thrust (e.g. Burkhard and Kerrich, 1990, Burkhard et al., 1992, 
Badertscher et al. 2002); Abart and Ramseyer, 2002; Abart et al., 2002). Primary 
fluid inclusions are relicts of the fluid that was present during mineral formation and 
deformation (i.e. direct evidence). The main aim is to evaluate the importance of 
high-pressure methane-bearing fluids on the alteration above and below the Glarus 
thrust, on the formation of the Lochseite calc-mylonite and on thrusting itself. 
 
The Lochseiten calc-mylonite is a fine-grained limestone with abundant 0.1 to 1 mm 
thick veins of calcite, dolomite, quartz, pyrite and organic material. The footwall 
infrahelvetic flysch at the Lochseite locality consists of fine marly and silty slates 
alternating with fine- to coarse-grained sandstone layers. The Verrucano formation in 
the hanging wall is primarily comprised of massive siltstones and sandstones with 
intercalated conglomerate horizons. Characteristic features for all three formations 
are multiple vein generations due to hydrofracturing and dissolution and precipitation 
of calcite. In addition, the lowermost two meters above the thrust the Verrucano is 
intensively deformed and has a green colour. In contrast to the overlying reddish 
Verrucano, ferric iron oxides are replaced by pyrite and more abundant chlorite.  
 
Veining without preferred orientation results in relatively late thrust-related subver-
tical fissure systems in the footwall flysch. They contain synkinematically formed fibre 
quartz, prismatic quartz and calcite of different generations. In contrast, sub-
horizontal en echelon tension gashes in the Verrucano also contain fibre quartz, but 
they are older and not thrust-related. Small (≤ 1 cm in width) and near vertical SW-
NE striking quartz-calcite and calcite veins cut older structures within all formations.  
 
Immiscible methane-bearing water-rich and water-bearing methane-rich fluid 
inclusions coexist in the foot wall flysch, whereas water-rich fluids without any free 
gas phase are found in the hanging wall Verrucano. Immiscible high-density 
methane-rich fluid inclusions indicate the approximate formation conditions. 
 
Detailed investigations of the oxygen isotope compositions of quartz, calcite, whole 
rock silicates and carbonates, and the carbon isotope compositions of calcite from 
fissures, veins and host rocks in the Verrucano and the uppermost portion of the foot 
wall flysch were made.  
 
Preliminary results are: 

• Immiscible methane-rich and methane-bearing water-rich fluids were 
produced by maturation of organic matter within the Infrahelvetic flysch below 
the Glarus thrust and included within fissure minerals at 228 °C and 2.9 kbar.  
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• The clay-rich Verrucano thrust sheet with its subhorizontal foliation acted as a 
classic permeability barrier to the highly pressurized CH4-bearing fluids.  

• The lowermost green Verrucano is the reaction zone, where CH4 was 
oxidized in the presence of ferric iron oxides and water to CO2. 

• Acidic alteration of feldspars led to massive growth of sericite, chlorite and 
quartz in the lowermost Verrucano and to a lesser extend in the uppermost 
Flysch below the Lochseite calc-mylonite.  

• Hydrofracturing, acidic alteration, and brecciation of the lowermost Verrucano 
created porosity and allowed fluid circulation between the uppermost flysch 
and the lowermost Verrucano.  

• Fluid infiltration from the flysch into the Verrucano is confirmed by the oxygen 
isotope compositions of quartz and calcite and by carbon isotope 
compositions of calcite from veins of the lowermost Verrucano reaction zone. 
Here vein minerals change their isotopic compositions towards the 
compositions of the host flysch when they approach the thrust contact. 

• The circulation of acidic fluids into the footwall flysch has dissolved calcite in 
the flysch matrix and re-deposited it at the flysch/Verrucano interface. 

• At more or less close to lithostatic fluid pressure conditions, seismic valving 
related hydrofracturing caused calcite precipitation and vein mineralization 
(Etheridge et al, 1984; Sibson, 1990). This led to the formation of the carbo-
nate, which was later transformed to the Lochseiten calc-mylonite. This is con-
firmed by the carbon isotope compositions of calcite measured in the flysch. 

• Supported by high fluid pressures, the Lochseiten calc-mylonite situated 
between the two more rigid lithologies acted as a “weak” décollement “layer” 
that accommodated the thrust movements above the Infrahelvetic flysch.  

• Episodic escape of highly pressurized fluids is documented by late vertical 
veins that crosscut all lithologies along the Glarus thrust. 
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